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Bank Indonesia: Emphasizing Growth Over Inflation     

In a nutshell: BI kept its policy rate unchanged at 3.50%, in line with consensus and our expectations. However, the 

statement from BI was more sanguine on inflation and financial stability risks than we had expected while focussing

on growth risks. This suggests BI is still some time way from starting with rate hikes, potentially in Q3 as opposed to 

Q2.  

 

BI kept its policy rate unchanged at 3.50%, in line with consensus and our expectations. However, the 

statement was more sanguine on inflation and financial stability risks than we had expected while 

emphasizing growth risks. BI lowered its 2022 GDP growth forecast range to 4.5%-5.3% from 4.7%-5.5% as the 

Russia-Ukraine conflict weighs on Indonesia’s exports from reduced global demand. This comes despite March 

exports hitting the highest on record in value terms and the trade surplus sustaining. However, as we previously pointed 

out earlier, export volumes are declining while import volumes, especially of oil are rising, with non-oil&gas import 

volumes still low. This points to weak domestic demand, which BI expects may weaken further. 

 

 

This weaker domestic demand will keep core inflation in check while headline inflation remains ‘manageable’ 

within BI’s 2-4% headline inflation target range. At the press conference, Governor Perry Warjiyo placed emphasis 

on core inflation stating that BI will not directly respond to an upward adjustment of subsidised prices but will watch 

core inflation to judge the second-round effects. The government has indicated that some subsidised retail fuel prices 

of fuel and electricity will be adjusted upwards to take account rising global oil prices. Core inflation, however, has 

been rising in line with headline inflation suggesting inflationary pressures are building.   

  

Even so BI highlighted that it will be ‘very careful’ in addressing inflation risks and supporting growth. To that 

end, it said the Rupiah Reserve Requirement hike implemented in March had shown limited signs of hurting loan 

growth. Even in the face of more aggressive rate hikes from the US Fed and IDR depreciation risks, BI was emphatic 
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Looking beyond the sustained trade surplus, the 

details becoming more mixed
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about supporting growth. This suggests that BI wants a longer runway to start the rate normalisation process, 

commencing in all likelihood in Q3 with more measured cumulative hikes of 50bp.  

  

 

The upshot is that some degree of IDR depreciation will likely be tolerated by BI as inflation risks have risen 

in the face of tighter global liquidity. Moreover, there is a risk that BI’s emphasis on growth rather than inflation, 

especially at time of rising global inflation, could signal that BI is ‘falling behind the curve’ on addressing price risks. In 

turn, this may accentuate latent vulnerabilities in the rupiah further down the road.  
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